
 
Your Trusted Business Aviation Partner in Hong Kong for over 25 Years 

 
The year 2023 marks the 25th anniversary of the Hong Kong Business Aviation Centre (HKBAC) 
 

HKBAC has become a world renowned Fixed-Base Operator (FBO) / private jet terminal since 

we started operations in 1998. We have created, contributed to, and worked through more 

than two-and-a-half decades of business aviation; retaining our commitment to Safety, 

Service and Style.   

 

HKBAC has grown into a leading global FBO, serving businesses, families, clients, and even pets 

from all over the world.  Our story began operating from a humble container. As demand grew, 

we then expanded to three hangars.  Now, with the pandemic over and Hong Kong fully open 

for business and tourism, our Executive Terminal Building (ETB) will be fully upgraded. On site, 

our customers can enjoy co-located customs, immigration, quarantine (CIQ) facility, beautiful 

spaces to relax and work, and a new Customer Support Facility.   

 

HKBAC’s achievements and commitment to provide top-class services have been recognised 

by numerous awards, including “Best Asian FBO” Award in the Professional Pilot Magazine 

PRASE Survey, which we have been named for 16 consecutive years.   The recognition with 

full marks from voters, especially in such challenging times, is a reflection of HKBAC’s team 



spirit, effort, and dedication. We are proud of our team who always commit to ensuring 

smooth and safe operations for passengers and crew.  In the Aviation International News (AIN) 

FBO Survey, HKBAC has also been rated as one of the Top-Rated FBO of Asia-Pacific for 16 

consecutive years. 

 

Facing challenges and looking to the future of Hong Kong 

 

Over the last 25 years, we have faced challenges including constraints in parking slots, the 

SARS epidemic in 2003, the financial crisis in 2008 and the prolonged period of COVID-19. 

Despite these difficulties, through tireless dedication - our team has successfully met and 

overcome them, going the extra mile to ensure best-in-class safety and service.  

 

25 years as Asia’s Best FBO 

 

With the new Terminal Redevelopment Project of HKBAC progressing in tandem with the 

Hong Kong International Airport’s three-runway system, we are confident that Hong Kong and 

HKBAC will continue to maintain the status of an international aviation hub. Our expanded 

new terminal supports Hong Kong’s “Double Gateway” to the Greater Bay Area (GBA) and the 

rest of the world.  While we look back with pride, we are humbled by the vast array of new 

possibilities in front of us. Let’s explore together to our mutual benefit. Let’s fly! HKBAC is 

Here.  
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Hong Kong Business Aviation Centre 

 


